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Classic Stone
Classic Stone Limited, a New Zealand owned
company (established in 2000) is renowned for 
the high quality, authentic stone veneer products 
that it manufactures for both the residential and 
commercial markets nationwide.

Classic Stone’s inspiration has come from the 
beautiful natural stone found throughout New 
Zealand. From the first settlers to this very day, 
the timeless and unique qualities of stone have long 
been desired. It is with great pride that 
Classic Stone brings to you our manufactured 
stone veneer profiles.

These profiles bring a level of authenticity that is 
second to none. This is achieved firstly by moulding 
directly from the finest of New Zealand’s natural 
stone e.g. Central Otago schist and Canterbury 
river stone.  This enables us to accurately reproduce 
natural stone textures onto our individual stones.  
Secondly, Classic Stone has developed its own unique 
colouring system which allows us to replicate the 

beautiful and intricate colour tones of New Zealand 
stone with incredible detail and realism.  In fact the 
final reproductions of colours and textures are so real 
it is difficult to tell the difference from natural stone. 
It is not enough for our stone to look good from 
afar; we believe it also has to withstand the closest 
scrutiny. 

Our ability and dedication to reproduce these 
timeless qualities, has seen Classic Stone become the 
premium stone veneer system in New Zealand.

The Classic Stone veneers are ideal for new and 
existing homes, yet also very suitable for commercial 
market applications such as hotels, wineries and 
resorts.  This strong durable veneer can also be used 
for landscaped applications, from retainer walls 
through to planter bins and entrance ways. Whether 
it be indoors or out, the stone is both easy and fast 
to install, and being so lightweight means there is no 
need for additional supports such as footings or wall 
ties. 

Why do people choose Classic Stone?

• A tried and proven product that can 
be trusted

• A cost-effective solution
• Creates a home of distinction and 

character
• Unique colouring system created 

specifically to match NZ stone
• High level of quality and authenticity

bringing incredible realism
• Individual stones (not panels)
• Speed of installation
• Very low maintenance
• Installation service available by local installers
• Independently appraised - meets the

requirements of the NZ Building Code
• 15-year product warranty

Please visit our web site - 
www.classicstone.co.nz to view the 
Classic Stone range and the innovative 
ways in which our product can be used. High Country Boulder    
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Mountain Ledgestone 

(2-3)       new strip banner                                                                                                Mountain Ledgestone                                                                                                             

Our new profile Mountain Ledgestone is a result of combining what our clients like the most – the 
contemporary style of a modern ‘lineal-schist’ look with the rustic traditional textures often found in New 
Zealand shale. It can be laid in a tight ‘stacked-stone’ style, or with a bagged ‘mortar-joint’ look. Due to its 
50mm average thickness, it has the advantage of casting shadow, enhancing its 
natural appearance. This profile comes in varied lengths from 100 to 400mm long.
Colours: Tarras, Wanaka Blend, Central Brown, Queenstown Grey, Alpine Grey.
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Our new profile Mountain Ledgestone is a result of combining what our clients like the most – the 
contemporary style of a modern ‘lineal-schist’ look with the rustic traditional textures often found in New 
Zealand shale. It can be installed in a tight stacked-stone style, or a mortar-joint style. 

Due to its 50mm average 
thickness, it has the advantage 
of casting shadow, enhancing its 
natural appearance. This profile 
comes in varied lengths from 100 
to 400mm long. Colours: Tarras, 
Wanaka Blend, Central Brown, 
Queenstown Grey, Alpine Grey. 
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Southern Alps - MasterFit 
Our Southern Alps MasterFit profile is similar to our 
Southern Ledgestone profile in that it also has a 
ledgestone layout, but with two unique differences: 
the addition of some larger feature stones, and 
MasterFit. The innovative MasterFit system that 
we developed utilises a unique installation method 
that enables the installer to install the stone faster 
without any loss of quality or authenticity, and 
could result in a saving of labour costs to the client. 
The average thickness is 30mm, with stone length 
ranging from 100 to 400mm. 
Colours: Tarras, Wanaka Blend, Central Brown, 
Queenstown Grey, Alpine Grey
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Text:  On third line of text replace word ‘ledgestone’ with ‘stacked-stone’
Alter Colours: Tarras, Wanaka Blend, Central Brown, Queenstown Grey, Alpine Grey.
Take out all photos and replace with these.     
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Southern Ledgestone
The Southern Ledgestone profile 
incorporates all the rustic textures 
and colours found in our beautiful 
New Zealand schist, and portrays 
these in a modern stacked-stone 
profile that is very popular with 
new homes across the country. The 
average thickness is 30mm, with 
stone length ranging from 100 to 
450mm. 
Colours: Tarras, Wanaka Blend, 
Central Brown, Queenstown Grey, 
Alpine Grey. 

Colour:  Tarras
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Colonial Schist

The Colonial Schist profile presents the random and rugged edges that 
are typical of traditional New Zealand schist.  The textures have been 
moulded directly from native schist of the Central South Island, and the 
colours have been developed specifically to match those subtle shades 
found in stone around the region. The Colonial Schist profile comes in 
a variety of shapes and sizes, with stone length ranging from 100 to 
450mm, with the average thickness being 30mm. 
Colours: Tarras, Queenstown Grey, Central Brown, Wanaka Blend, 
Alpine Grey.

Colour: Tarras & Central Brown & Queenstown Grey
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Mountain Shale

The Mountain Shale profile brings together all the qualities of its 
natural mountain stone counterpart; rugged with deep undulations, 
and sharp edges with irregular shapes. It is an overall deeper profile 
with a strong character.  The shape of the profile has a lineal orientation 
with an average thickness of 45mm. 
Colours: Tarras, Grey Rust, Central Brown, Wanaka Blend, Alpine Grey.Colour: Tarras
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New Zealand Basalt

The New Zealand Basalt profile replicates many of the natural basalt 
properties with chiselled textures and deep grey colour tones. It has 
the traditional straight-edged square and rectangular shaped blocks in 
various sizes, so the client can choose what pattern they like. The stone 
in this profile has an average thickness of 35 to 45mm. 
Colours: Grey with subtle rust accents, Grey with bold rust highlights
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High Country Boulder
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The High Country Boulder profile with its
very large random shaped stones makes an 
impressive rustic statement wherever it is
featured.  It has rough uneven textures 
moulded from the fieldstones found in the
South Island high country. The stones in this
profile come in a variety of shapes and sizes
from 200 to 400mm with the average thickness 
of 35 to 45mm. Colours Tarras, Grey Rust.                        

        

                                                                                                        

Colour: Grey Rust

The High Country Boulder profile with its very large random 
shaped stones makes an impressive rustic statement wherever 
it is featured.  It has rough uneven textures  moulded from the 
fieldstones found in the South Island high country. The stones 
in this profile come in a variety of shapes and sizes from 200 to 
400mm with the average thickness  of 35 to 45mm. 
Colours Tarras, Grey Rust.  
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Canterbury River
The Canterbury River profile is part of the River Stone 
range and has been created for those who would 
prefer an overall smaller and longer river stone look, 
which is installed in a modern lineal style. The stone 
in this profile comes in a variety of shapes and 
sizes (typically of a lineal nature) with the average 
thickness being 30mm.
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River Stone

The River Stone profile is moulded directly from 
stones collected from our very own South Island 
rivers, and has all the variations you would expect 
from a river stone: smooth in overall texture yet with 
lines and crevasses, and predominantly grey, but also 
with off-shades such as fawns and browns. 
The stone in this profile comes in a variety of shapes 
and sizes (typically of a round nature) with the 
average thickness being 35mm.
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Trim Products

Capping Stones
These cappers have a rustic appearance                                            
so they are the perfect way to finish wall, sills etc 

Bevelled Sill Stones
These are often used to distinguish between 
different cladding types, or on a window sill that has 
no horizontal ledge.
different cladding types, or on a window sill that has 

Corner Stones
Our corner stones bring stone 
walls and columns to life. They 
add depth, detail and realism to 
fireplaces, columns and walls.

Sill Stones
As the slate texture is on the top and sides of 
these stones, this is a suitable product for a 
smart finish for 
your columns, 
sills and edges.

Pillar Caps
These have a strong schist texture along the edges
to give it a natural slab stone effect.

Due to variation in lighting conditions, colour shades may vary between images and physical product.

For detailed information on these products please refer to our website –  
www.classicstone.co.nz  

135, 185, 235, 
285mm widths, 
with varying lengths

400 x 100mm or 400 x 60mm

500 x 200 mm
wide

530 x 530mm or 
685 x 685mm

Tiles
The natural slate texture and colours make these 
the perfect complement for your stone work.

500 x 400mm

to give it a natural slab stone effect.
530 x 530mm or 

NEW
to Classic Stone
now available 
in a 4-piece 
pre-cast set



To achieve the stone-look you desire, choose from these varying laying styles which combine Classic Stone 
profiles with different size mortar joints, and mortar colours.

Tight-fit-stack-stone
Southern Ledgestone in 
Tarras and Central Brown

One-finger-joint-space 
Colonial Schist in Central 
Brown 

Two-finger-joint-space
Colonial Schist and 
Southern Ledgestone 
in Queenstown Grey 
and Central Brown

Bagged
Colonial Schist  in 
Queenstown Grey

Laying Styles
(12-13)                    new banner   any stone                                                                                       Laying Styles

                                                                        

To achieve the stone-look you desire, choose from these varying laying styles which combine Classic 
Stone’s individual stones, with different mortar width, and mortar colour.
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Achieve an authentic and superior look by creating a perception of depth, using corner stones or other 
trim products.

                                                    

    Recessed window with                       Corner stones returned                      Recessed door with 
    corners and still stone                       to plaster cladding                               corner stones

Finishing Details 

Use our trim products to create an authentic and superior look achieving a perception of depth.
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Classic Mantels 

Product Description
Classic Stone products are a medium weight veneer facing, 
intended for interior and exterior non-structural use.

Approved Masonry Surfaces   
Classic Stone can only be installed on concrete block, brick, 
concrete tilt-up panel, and BGC Fibre Cement Stonesheet.

Installation Instructions/Drawings  
Installation instructions and PDF/DWG drawings can be downloaded 
from the Technical page on the Classic Stone website.

Warranty
Classic Stone provides a 15 year limited product warranty 
on its decorative veneer products, providing the installation 
was performed according to the Classic Stone appraisal and 
specifications. 

This 15 year limited product warranty does not cover installation 
or any damage due to incorrect installation, accident, misuse, 
abuse or negligence including:

•   Settlement of the building or other walls or foundation  
     movement.
•   Discolouration or damage due to contact with 
     chemicals, paint, and staining.
•   Water blasting.
•   Not following the management and maintenance                                               
     requirements.

The Classic Stone product warranty can be provided upon 
request from us, or from installers after all the relevant 
documentation from the installer has been received by 
Classic Stone.

Clients are advised to request installation warranties from their 
installer via a producer statement.

Classic Stone Technical Information

New to the market are our Classic Mantels that we 
manufacture using the latest in glass fibre-reinforced 
concrete technology. This provides strength, 
durability, and a non-combustible solution to having 
a natural timber mantel close to a heat source. To 
transform your fireplace, choose your wood-look 
colour, and either the solid or ‘easy-fit’ cavity range.

For further ideas and information, go to our website: 
http://classicstone.co.nz/classic-mantels/ http://classicstone.co.nz/classic-mantels/ 



Classic Hearths
Classic Hearths is a new uniquely designed product 
that is manufactured at Classic Stone in a large format 
single-slab. We use the latest in glass fibre-reinforced 
concrete technology to make them strong and durable. 
Each Classic Hearth is hand-crafted to your personal 
requirements and measurements with impressive natural 
textures and colours giving you a distinctive bespoke 
feature in your home. Our stone textures are inspired by 
our stunning NZ landscapes which have been moulded 
directly from stone found in the Landsborough Valley 
on the West Coast.  Our wooden ranges Rustic Oak and 
Silver Beech have the look of sawn wood complete with 
timber grain, saw cuts and nail holes. 
For further ideas and information, go to our website
http://classicstone.co.nz/classic-hearths/
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Classic Hearths is a new product designed and produced by Classic Stone. Each Classic Hearth is hand-crafted to your personal
requirements and measurements, giving you a distinctive bespoke feature in your home!  These unique fire hearths are a large 
format single-slab design with impressive natural textures and colours. We use the latest in glass fibre-reinforced concrete 
technology, so they are strong and durable. Our Classic Hearth ranges of Gold Fields, Midnight Sky, Tussock Country and Gates 
of Haast are inspired by our stunning NZ landscapes, and have been moulded directly from stone found in the Landsborough 
Valley on the West Coast.  Our wooden ranges Rustic Oak and Silver Beech have the look of sawn wood complete with timber 
grain, saw cuts and nail holes. New to Classic Hearths is our Concrete range, contact us for more details.  

http://classicstone.co.nz/classic-hearths/   
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Contact us:
O8OO 278 663

or 
info@classicstone.co.nz

For further viewing:
www.classicstone.co.nz 

Showroom and Factory:
49 Elginshire St

Washdyke
Timaru

New Zealand
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